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STYLE
At Mitolo our ‘house’ style is a reflection of our unique position in 
McLaren Vale. Our location at the southern end of McLaren Vale 
produces Shiraz fruit with powerful, pure flavours and elegant 
structure. Savitar, the flagship Mitolo Shiraz, is a tightly structured 
yet powerful wine produced in very limited quantities. Delicately 
balanced such that no single element dominates, Savitar is brooding 
and intense, an impressive wine for special occasions.

VINEYARD
Like the G.A.M., the fruit for Savitar comes from the Lopresti 
vineyard Chinese block, which is located at the southern end of 
McLaren Vale about 5km inland from the coastal town of Port 
Willunga. However, the Savitar grapes come from one tiny section 
of this block: a particularly unforgiving, skeletal soil patch in the 
north eastern corner. Here, the vines are naturally pushed very 
hard, producing low yields of fruit of outstanding flavour.

VINTAGE 2010
Sandwiched in between years of drought and flooding rain, the 2010 
vintage in McLaren Vale will be remembered fondly for producing 
near perfect grape growing conditions. Good winter rains in 2009 
broke a long drought leading to flourishing canopies in the spring. 
An unseasonal spike of heat in November did have us fearing 
another hot vintage but we need not have worried as the rest of the 
season proved ideal with cool nights and dry, warm days. Fruit 
ripened slowly and evenly, a perfect scenario for Shiraz with the 
development of intense flavour yet the retention of natural acidity. 
Bright sunny days and gentle sea breezes eliminated any threat of 
disease and produced fully ripe, mature tannins.  

VINIFICATION
Each parcel of fruit for Savitar was fermented on skins for 15 days. 
This slightly longer time on skins ensures a tighter overall structure 
setting up the framework for a wine built for ageing. Following 
fermentation, the wine is pressed, and then transferred to oak 
barrels. The wine remains in barrels on light lees for 18 months 
before it is carefully selected for the final blend.

APPEARANCE      Impenetrable plum red

Brooding, almost shy when first opened, the wine 
opens up over time to reveal a powerful force of  
black olive and spice, plums, hints of  mint and 
cloves, all supported by high quality oak.

Powerful, full flavoured Shiraz fruit sings at full 
voice with flavours of  plums and blackberry, 
black olive and spice. Smoky and spicy oak 
flavours add layers of  complexity and depth to 
the fruit profile. The wine fills the mouth but is 
amply supported and necessarily framed by firm 
structure that will mellow with time; a wine for 
ageing.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

CLOSURE               Stelvin

FOOD MATCH        

HARVEST DATE   25 March 2010

BOTTLING DATE  January 2012

VARIETY               100% Shiraz

REGION                 McLaren Vale

CELLARING          8 - 12 years

PALATE       

BOUQUET

MATURATION

Serious wine for special occasions. Try: Braised 
Venison with Wild Mushrooms and Polenta.

Aged in 100% new medium to light toasted 
barrels which are a blend of 80% French and 20% 
French coopered American oak for approximately 
18 months. 

Alcohol; 15%  TA; 6.6 g/l  
RS; 2.6 g/l  pH; 3.5
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